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H.B. 6950 – Oppose: Two Flawed Concepts 

Government Administration and Elections Committee Luther Weeks 
Testimony – March 9, 2015 Luther@CTVotersCount.org 

  334 Hollister Way West, Glastonbury, CT 06033 

Chairs and members of the Committee, my name is Luther Weeks. I am a Computer Scientist, 

and a Certified Moderator.  Since 2007, I have lead citizen observation and independent 

reporting for fourteen (14) major post-election audits. I have personally observed ninety-nine 

(99) local audit counting sessions across Connecticut.  

Although well-intended, H.6950 would effectively eliminate post-election audits.  

H.B. 6950 combines two flawed concepts, similar to those contained in other flawed bills 

proposed this year. 

 

First, like S.B. 601, this bill attempts to prevent double voting for cross-endorsed candidates. It is 

intended to reduce work for officials in counting and accounting for multiple votes for cross-

endorsed candidates. However, this bill would do little to reduce work for officials and have 

unintended, negative consequences, especially for voters.  

My concerns are the same as those expressed in more detail in my testimony opposing S.B. 601: 
http://CTVotersCount.org/CTVCdata/15/02/SB601CrossEndorsed20150213.pdf  

 It fails to do what the title implies, “eliminate overvoting for a candidate”. It would 

require a more error prone process than we have today. It would make election officials 

jobs more, not less, challenging. 

 Time savings, if any, would be minimal and offset by increased time explaining the 

problem to voters, replacing their ballots and added hand counting of more ballots 

 This change will be unnecessary, with electronic election night reporting. 

 

Second, like S.B. 1042 this bill authorizes machine auditing.  However, authorizing a somewhat 

less specified, less useful, less credible method.  

It would authorize auditing optical scanners by any method, including by an identical, even by 

the exact same scanner and memory card – Even worse than the technically unsound mechanism 

allowed under S.B. 1042.  

For more, see my testimony today, opposing S.B. 1042 
http://CTVotersCount.org/CTVCdata/15/03/SB1042ElectronicAudit20150309.pdf  

 

Several times in the past I have testified against similar bills, pointing out similar concerns.  I 

encourage you to drop this bill as your predecessors have so wisely done. 

Thank you. 
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